NEW RMS PARTNERSHIP

TWIA GETS A
SECOND WIND

The Texas Windstorm Insurance Association (TWIA) is the wind/hail
insurer of last resort along the TX coastline. They have a problem first
brought to their attention by Hurricane Ike in 2008, and now top of mind
after the catastrophic 2017 hurricane season – a problem only RMS data
can solve.
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Hurricane Ike makes
quite a splash,
knocking 2,700
structures down to
the slab. This
prompts a class
action law suit – were
the buildings knocked
down by wind (and
TWIA would have to
pay) or water (and
NFIP would have to
pay)?

The Texas
Department of
Insurance (TDI) hires
an expert panel
to develop
methodology for
allocating loss to
wind vs. surge, which
must be put into
place by fall 2018.

The TDI expert
panel's report is
released, which
recommends HWind
data as part of the
methodology.
Accenture owns the
process and
contracts with RMS.
And so two new
processes were
born...

STARTING JUNE 2018, RMS
WILL HELP TWIA GET AHEAD
OF THE PROBLEM.
It starts with data.
All TWIA property data is pre-loaded into Exposure Manager.
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Enter HWind Real-time Forecasting.
Using multiple meteorological sources to boil down to a handful of
possible tracks, HWind assigns each a probability.

Start the number-crunching.
Within 48 hours of landfall, real-time hazard footprints are used to
estimate the number of slab cases and trigger deployment of Sticknet,
proprietary mobile anemometers from Texas Tech University.

AND IF IT'S MORE THAN 500
POTENTIAL CLAIMS?
Provide current currents.
RMS provides Accenture with HWind peak wind/surge data every
half hour.

It's a breeze to decide.
Even though much of the evidence that would normally help
determine the cause of damage has been washed away, TWIA can
now make the call on which hit first – wind or surge – and use this
to settle their wind claims in an objective, defendable fashion.

